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Date:  November 4, 2010�

TO: Board Members – Vancouver Park Board 
FROM: General Manager – Parks and Recreation 
SUBJECT: Jericho Marginal Wharf 

�

�

RECOMMENDATION 
 
 

A. THAT the Jericho Marginal Wharf be demolished for reasons of public 
safety and ecological restoration; 

B. THAT staff work with stakeholders to prepare a revised concept plan for this 
area to be brought back to the Board for approval. 

 
 
POLICY 
 
The Board approves major changes in Vancouver parks including the design and 
development of parks. 
   
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The Jericho Beach Marginal Wharf (the ‘Wharf’) was built more than 60 years ago to 
serve the needs of the Royal Canadian Air Force amphibious aircraft operations which 
required a concrete apron between their hangers and launch ramps.  This area has a rich 
and varied history prior to the wharf.  Important heritage considerations include a First 
Nations settlement, a logging operation in the late 1800’s at “Jerry’s Cove” from which 
the name Jericho originated, and Vancouver’s first airport on the natural beach that 
operated from 1920 through 1939.  
 
Since the 1980’s the Wharf has been owned and operated by the Vancouver Board of 
Parks and Recreation.  Wharf condition survey reports from 2002 and 2005 conclude that 
the Wharf is at the end of its serviceable life and that it requires demolition or significant 
repairs to ensure public safety.  Presently, the Wharf is fenced and inaccessible to the 
public.   
 
In July 2008 the Park Board adopted a concept plan for the Wharf that includes the 
demolition and removal of most of the Wharf, restoration of the natural beach and 
foreshore, and retention of a small portion of the deck and railings for historic purposes.  
Subsequently stakeholders expressed concerns about the plan and planning process. 
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In response to the concerns, in March 2009, the Planning and Environment Committee 
approved an additional facilitated consultation process to determine the future of the   
Wharf.   This request was a response to the various stakeholders who expressed different 
interests and ideas with respect to the Wharf’s future.    
 
The purpose of this report is to update the Park Board on the additional consultations held 
since March 2009, to share information received from the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans (DFO), and to recommend the next steps for the development of this area. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Stakeholder Input 
 
Stakeholder Workshop  
In 2009 the Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation retained The Neutral Zone 
Coaching and Consulting Inc. to facilitate the requested additional consultation process.  
In November 2009, two facilitators worked with a group of 8 selected community 
stakeholders to determine whether consensus could be attained regarding the future of the 
Wharf.  While the stakeholders agreed in principle that a certain compromise is 
acceptable in the interests of meeting different community needs, ultimately, they were 
unable to reach an agreement that would bridge the important needs that appeared to be 
in direct conflict.   To date, the facilitated consultation process with selected stakeholders 
has not provided a consensus on a future plan for the Wharf.   
 
The consultant’s stakeholder consultation report is attached as Appendix A to this report 
for information.   
 
Stakeholder Meeting October 13, 2010 
A meeting hosted by the General Manager and Park Board staff on Wednesday October 
13, 2010 at the Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation Boardroom was attended by 6 
stakeholders including representatives from the Committee to Save the Jericho Wharf, the 
Jericho Sailing Centre Association, and the Jericho Stewardship Group.  
 
At the meeting, the stakeholders expressed their varied viewpoints about the plans for the 
Wharf.  A key concern from the stakeholders who support retention of the Wharf is the 
protection of flexible public space and waterside experiences.  These include the City and 
mountain views from the Wharf’s vantage point adjacent to deep water, the opportunity 
for large public spectator gatherings during summer fireworks displays, and the multi-use 
recreation opportunities available on the accessible concrete deck.  It is possible that 
these uses can be accommodated at existing adjacent facilities (such as the Jericho Pier) 
and in a new design for the area. 
 
Staff recommends that the original concept plan be revised based on further consultations 
and input from the stakeholders, with the intent that the existing users’ functions and 
programming be accommodated within the new design.  
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All stakeholders were in agreement that the renewal of this area is an opportunity to do 
positive things for the City on many levels: environmental, sustainable, and functional. 
 
As a follow up to this meeting, staff has requested additional scientific references from 
DFO to verify its position about removal of the Wharf and prepared this report.  
 
 
Environmental Considerations 
 
DFO 
Recently, DFO presented a strong and valid case for the removal of the Wharf, and for 
the restoration of Jericho beach to support fish habitat. Staff received a letter from the 
Habitat Biologist at DFO on August 24, 2010.  This letter was a response to the alternate 
concept plans proposed for the Wharf.  In this letter DFO states its preference for the 
option to completely remove the Wharf from Jericho Beach, accompanied by natural 
shoreline restoration in place of the Wharf to maximize habitat values.  The removal and 
restoration effort could also provide habitat compensation credits for future waterfront 
works by the City.  
 
The letter is attached as appendix B to this report for information.  
 
Habitat Context 
The wharf’s demolition could be the beginning of a unique ecological restoration effort, 
as this area has juxtaposed wildlife habitats: shoreline and upland.    Removal of the 
wharf will provide approximately 150 linear meters of new shoreline habitat in proximity 
to the upland natural areas in Jericho Park. These upland natural areas are being enhanced 
in partnership with the Jericho Stewardship Group.  This edge condition is immensely 
valuable for wildlife, and Jericho Park is one of the very few parks in the City that can 
offer such a condition.  The restoration project can showcase nature restoration in the 
City for the benefit of wildlife and people alike.  
  
Vancouver 2020 a Bright Green Future 
The Vancouver 2020 A Bright Green Future Action Plan calls out goals and targets for a 
greener city.  A primary goal (Goal #6) is access to nature.   Long term directions of this 
plan include providing access to nature, the day-lighting of buried streams, supporting 
ecological restoration, developing wildlife corridors, and providing wildlife habitat.    
Removal of the Wharf matches the City’s action plan for becoming the world’s greenest 
City by 2020.  
 
Funding 
Approximately $2,000,000 in funding is available for this project from the 2006-08 and 
the 2009-11 capital plans.  An order of magnitude cost estimate prepared by marine 
engineers in March 2010 indicates that this budget accommodates demolition and 
disposal of the Wharf, beach reinstatement, pathways, interpretive elements, and 
landscaping.  Materials would be recycled for adaptive reuse where possible and where 
not contaminated. 
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SUMMARY 
 
The Wharf is at the end of its serviceable life and it is presently unsafe and inaccessible 
to the public.  For these reasons, staff recommends that the Wharf be removed and that 
the wharf materials are recycled where practical.   
 
Staff also recommends that the original concept plan be revised with stakeholder input to 
create an environmentally sensitive, sustainable, and functional solution.   Removal of the 
wharf offers a rare opportunity to combine ecological restoration with an exceptional 
urban waterfront experience and program.  The revised concept plan will be brought back 
to the Board for approval. 
 
 
Prepared by: 
 
 
 
Planning & Operations 
Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation 
Vancouver, BC 
 
 
 
Appendix A – Jericho Beach Marginal Wharf Stakeholder Consultation Report 
November 30, 2009 
 
Appendix B – Letter from DFO August 24, 2010 
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